
Nike Pro Hypercool technology 
combines targeted ventilation with 
sweat-wicking fabric.

Mesh fabric adds ventilation in 
high-heat zones.

Seamless shoulder construction 
provides zero distractions.

STYLE # 828160 / AS # 828161 / GENDER MENS / SILO NIKE PRO - HYPERCOOL / SIZE RANGE S, M, L, XL, XXL
COLORWAY(S) 003, 010, 100, 372, 430, 433, 452, 457, 467*
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2017

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS  
FABRIC
1 Body: Nike Pro Hypercool technology combines targeted ventilation with lightweight sweat-wicking 

fabric to help you maintain optimal performance.
2 Back Body: “Language of Cooling” pattern in high-heat zones features a pod design with stretch mesh 

to increase airflow for enhanced breathability. The triangle graphic signifies the rising of warm air from 
the body.

3 Side Panel: Mesh fabric increases cooling.
4 Front Panel: Tiny pinholes in the fabric help enhance breathability.

DESIGN
5 Fits close to the body without compression.
6 Flatlock seams help reduce irritation caused by chafing.
7 Seamless shoulder construction reduces distractions while helping prevent seam stacking when used 

as a base layer.
8 Sleeveless silhouette allows greater range of motion to help give you maximum mobility. 
9 Nike Pro trademark is screen printed on the outer neckband.
J Jock tag is heat transferred on the front-left hem.
K Modified crew neck is lower in the front for optimal comfort.

Men’s Nike Pro Hypercool Tank
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Lighter and more breathable than its predecessor, 
the Men’s Nike Pro Hypercool Tank features a 
sleeveless silhouette, sweat-wicking technology 
and targeted ventilation for enhanced cooling 
power.r. Its fitted design gives you the freedom to 
move, while its seamless shoulder construction 
reduces distractions.
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